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Figure 1: Geometry texture removal: comparison with the state-of-the-art mesh smoothing algorithms. The input Merlion model (283k vertices)
(a) contains rich small-scale features like fish scales on the body, brick pattern and text on the base. Left to right: smoothing results from (b)
bilateral smoothing [Fleishman et al. 2003] (σs = 3 ¯
le , 70 iterations), (c) bilateral normal denoising [Zheng et al. 2011] (σc = ¯
le , σs = 0.5,
30 iterations, local update scheme), (d) L0 smoothing [He and Schaefer 2013] (λ = 100λ0 ), (e) uniform-weighted Laplacian smoothing (80
iterations), (f) Manifold harmonic [Vallet and Lévy 2008] (400 basis on a simplified mesh with 5000 vertices), (g) APSS filter [Guennebaud
and Gross 2007] (hi (x) = 20 ¯
le ); (i) our rolling guidance normal filter (σs = 5 ¯
le , σr = 0.3). Here ¯
le is the average edge length and λ0
is the default value suggested by He and Schafer [2013]. Methods like (b,c) can filter out the data noise but they are unable to remove the
small features even with more iterations and larger parameters. L0 smoothing cannot get rid of all the small-scale features. The Laplacian
smoothing, manifold harmonic and APSS method can suppress the geometric details but with the price of over-smoothing. Our method removes
the small-scale features entirely while preserving large-scale features.

Abstract
3D geometric features constitute rich details of polygonal meshes.
Their analysis and editing can lead to vivid appearance of shapes
and better understanding of the underlying geometry for shape processing and analysis. Traditional mesh smoothing techniques mainly
focus on noise filtering and they cannot distinguish different scales
of features well, even mixing them up. We present an efficient
method to process different scale geometric features based on a
novel rolling-guidance normal filter. Given a 3D mesh, our method
iteratively applies a joint bilateral filter to face normals at a specified
scale, which empirically smooths small-scale geometric features
while preserving large-scale features. Our method recovers the mesh
from the filtered face normals by a modified Poisson-based gradient
deformation that yields better surface quality than existing methods.
We demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our method on
a series of geometry processing tasks, including geometry texture
removal and enhancement, coating transfer, mesh segmentation and
level-of-detail meshing.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Geometric algorithms, languages, and
systems
Keywords: Rolling guidance normal filter, geometry texture
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Introduction

Geometric details (or geometry texture) like bumps, ridges, creases,
structural patterns etc. are important features of 3D shapes. These
features can be interpreted as geometric variations whose scales
are much larger than the scale of noise. Small-scale geometric features characterize the detailed appearance of shapes while mediumand large-scale features represent intrinsic geometric properties of
shapes. Analyzing and editing different scale geometric features has
been received a lot of attention in computer graphics and geometric
processing [Kobbelt et al. 1998; Guskov et al. 1999; Pauly et al.
2006; Nader et al. 2014].
Many geometric processing tasks, like coating transfer [Sorkine
et al. 2004] and multi-resolution editing [Botsch and Sorkine 2008],
require a decomposition of a 3D model into different scales, where
a suitable mesh smoothing operator is needed. Traditional mesh
smoothing techniques like Laplacian smoothing, bilateral and meanshift smoothing [Fleishman et al. 2003; Zheng et al. 2011; Solomon
et al. 2014] mainly focus on the removal of random noise arising
from 3D acquisition and digitization processes. They cannot remove
small-scale geometry features clearly and preserve medium- or largescale features well (see Fig. 1-b,c,e). Therefore directly applying
existing mesh smoothing algorithms cannot carry out the task of
multi-scale geometry feature analysis and editing. Spectral based
multi-scale methods [Vallet and Lévy 2008; Sun et al. 2009; Zhang
et al. 2010] are useful tools for tackling this task. However, their
costly computation and inability to support local surface editing
are the main obstacles for practical use. Furthermore, they cannot
preserve sharp features in mesh smoothing applications. Recently
Nader et al. [2014] use the algebraic point set surfaces (APSS)
method [Guennebaud and Gross 2007] to analyze point clouds and
meshes at multiple scales. Their method efficiently associates the
fitting regional scale with the geometric feature and supports both
local and global editing. But due to the usage of spherical primitives, non-spherical features become sphere-like, for instance, a

high-curvature region can become rounded after processing (see the
upper and bottom edges of the base in Fig. 1-g).

tures (see Fig. 1-e,f,g). Our method solves this problem by iteratively
recovering large-scale features after removing small-scale features.

Inspired by the recent rolling guidance filter [Zhang et al. 2014] in
image processing that filters images with complete control of detail
smoothing under a scale measure, we propose a simple and effective
scale-aware mesh smoothing filter to process different scales of
geometry features of triangular meshes. The key idea is to smooth
out small geometric variations while preserving large-scale features
by applying an iterative joint bilateral filter to face normals. Our
contributions are summarized as follows:

Image texture smoothing

• We introduce a rolling guidance normal filter (RGN) for mesh
smoothing which is a novel extension of the rolling guidance
(RG) filter. Our RGN filter inherits good properties of RG that
separates different scale geometric features and it is very efficient
and intuitive for local and global editing.
• We propose a modified Poisson-based gradient algorithm to recover the surface geometry from the filtered face normals. Our
algorithm significantly reduces triangle flips compared to existing
linear vertex-updating approaches.
• We show the effectiveness and superiority of RGN on a series of
applications, including geometry texture removal and enhancement, coating transfer, mesh segmentation and level-of-detail
quadrilateral meshing.
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Related Work

(or mesh denoising) techniques are essential in
geometry processing (cf. detailed surveys [Botsch et al. 2010, Chapter 4]). Early low-pass filter methods like Taubin smoothing [Taubin
1995] and implicit mean curvature flow [Desbrun et al. 1999] focus
on noise removal and handle the shape shrinkage problem that occurred in traditional Laplacian smoothing. These methods and their
variations are intrinsically isotropic filters that cannot preserve surface features. Anisotropic diffusion algorithms [Clarenz et al. 2000;
Tasdizen et al. 2002] are proposed to remove noise and preserve
sharp edge. Their performance and results are highly dependent
on the grid size and the time steps. It is unclear how to intuitively
control the scale of the geometry details that the filter is applied to.
Bilateral mesh filters were later introduced by Jones et al. [2003]
and Fleishman et al. [2003] to retain features since bilateral filters are edge-preserving [Tomasi and Manduchi 1998]. However,
these bilateral methods cannot well preserve sharp corners and features because the bilateral weights are not sensitive to the change of
face/vertex normals. This issue was later resolved by normal-based
bilateral mesh filters [Lee and Wang 2005; Zheng et al. 2011; Wei
et al. 2015] which first filter face normals, then update mesh vertices
to match the filtered face normals. Recently Solomon et al. [2014]
provide a more theoretically sound generalization of bilateral and
mean shift filter on images, meshes, and other domains within a
single unified framework via heat diffusion, which can also be used
for feature-preserving mesh denoising. Other techniques like L0
smoothing [He and Schaefer 2013], total variation [Zhang et al.
2015] and l1 -analysis optimization [Wang et al. 2014] are also capable of keeping or enhancing sharp features while removing noise.
Mesh smoothing

However, noise is usually defined in the literature as high-frequency
geometric oscillation whose scale is much smaller than geometric
features like bumps and creases. Most smoothing algorithms hardly
work on geometric feature removal even on small-scale features as
shown in Fig. 1-b,c,d. Multi-scale mesh analysis is an effective technique to process different scale features, which filters the mesh by
using a series of Laplacian filters [Sorkine et al. 2004], or MovingLeast-Squares (MLS) [Adamson and Alexa 2003; Pauly et al. 2006],
or spectral analysis [Vallet and Lévy 2008]. But these methods cannot well preserve large-scale features when removing small-scale fea-

has gained great attention in image
processing, the aim of which is to smooth an image while persevering different scale structures of the image. Subr et al. [2009] propose
to average two manifolds from the local minimum and maximum
to smooth a texture. Xu et al. [2012] employ relative total variation
to preserve structural edges. Recently Zhang et al. [2014] introduce
the Rolling Guidance Filter (RG) that first removes small structures
then recovers structural edges iteratively. Their method separates different scale structures without artifacts and runs in realtime. Cho et
al. [2014] present a joint bilateral texture filter that also preserves different scale structures. Their method has similar results and performance to Zhang et al. ’s [2014]. We extend the rolling guidance filter
to mesh processing by integrating it with the bilateral normal filter.

3

Rolling guidance normal filter on meshes

In Sec. 3.1 we first review the rolling guidance filter [Zhang et al.
2014] , then extend it to mesh processing and introduce our rolling
guidance normal filter in Sec. 3.2. We develop an efficient vertex updating scheme that uses a modified Poisson-based gradient
deformation with filtered normals in Sec. 3.3.

3.1

Rolling guidance filter

The bilateral filter [Tomasi and Manduchi 1998] for an image pixel
I(p), at coordinate p = (x, y), is defined as:
I(p) =

1
Kp

X

Ws (kp − qk) Wr (kI(q) − I(p)k) I(q)

q∈N (p)

where N (p) defines the neighborhood of p, Ws and Wr are monotonically decreasing weighting functions characterizing the position
similarity and the color similarity between p and q respectively,
which are often chosen to be Gaussian functions, with standard deviations σs and σr . Kp is the normalization term, i.e. the summation
of weights. When another image J, instead of I itself, is fed to the
function Wr , then this filter is called a joint bilateral filter [Kopf
et al. 2007]. The image J is referred to as the guide image. When
σr approaches infinity or the values of J are all equal, this filter
degenerates to a traditional Gaussian filter.
The rolling guidance filter [Zhang et al. 2014] is essentially an
iterative joint bilateral filter, whose guide image is updated iteratively.
Given the input image I, and the iteration number Niter , the rolling
guidance filter produces an output image J Niter . The iterative
process can be summarized as:
J k+1 (p) =

1
Kp

X

Ws (kp−qk) Wr (kJ k (p)−J k (q)k) I(q)

q∈N (q)

Here k denotes the iteration number and J 0 is set be zero in practice.
The principle of the rolling guidance filter can be understood as
follows. In the first iteration, the filter is actually a Gaussian filter
since J 0 = 0. Thus given some proper value of σs , the small image
features whose scale are smaller than σs can be smoothed empirically as shown in [Zhang et al. 2014]. However, the edges of large
structures are also smoothed to some degree. In the later iterations,
J t is no longer zero. For the removed small features, their guide pixels are almost equal. So the weight term Wr approximately equals
1, and the filter is still a Gaussian filter, resulting in small structures
still being removed. For large-scale structures, they are recovered
gradually since the joint bilateral filter sharpens the smoothed edges
of large structures.

(a) Input

(b) 1st iter

(c) 2nd iter

(d) 3th iter

(e) 4th iter

Figure 2: We apply the rolling guidance normal filter on a leg of the Armadillo model (courtesy of Stanford 3D Scanning repository). We
color-code the angle difference between the filtered face normals and the input face normals (see the colored meshes, the angle difference
increases from blue to red). We can see that the normals on the bumps have the maximal changes because the scale of corresponding features
is under the specified σs . The blue models are meshes whose vertex positions are updated by our Poisson deformation method. In the first
iteration small bumps are totally removed and large-scale features like toes are smoothed too. In the subsequent iterations, small features are
kept removed, while large features are recovered gradually.

3.2

Rolling guidance normal filter

When adapting the rolling guidance filter to mesh processing, one
needs to generalize the bilateral filter to operate on a 3D mesh. There
are already many attempts to deal with this problem (cf. [Solomon
et al. 2014, Table 1]). Methods like [Fleishman et al. 2003; Jones
et al. 2003] apply the filter to the vertex positions on the local
tangential plane, thus the size of the neighborhood cannot be too
large by nature. So it is not suitable for the removal of geometry
features whose scale is not very small. Differently, Lee et al. [2005]
and Zheng et al. [2011] propose to apply the bilateral filter to the
mesh face normal field and evolve the mesh geometry to match the
filtered normals. They regard the normal field as a geometric signal
defined over the input mesh, discretized at face centers. In this way,
the geometric features and spatial location of a mesh are decoupled.
Additionally, since the normal signal changes abruptly over sharp
features, the normal-based denoising algorithm can smooth out noise
and keep the sharp features.
In our scenario, we want to smooth out geometry features, whose
scale is much larger than the mesh noise. Essentially, a larger
smoothing neighborhood is needed. So the algorithms of Fleishman
et al. [2003] and Jones et al. [2003] do not fulfill the scenario. We
follow the bilateral framework of Lee and Wang [2005] and Zheng
et al. [2011] and apply the rolling guidance filter to the mesh face
normal field.
v
Define the mesh as M = (V, F), where V = {vi }N
i=1 represents
Nf
the set of vertices, F = {fi }i=1 the set of faces. Denote the centroid
of triangle fi as ci , the normal of triangle fi as ni , and the area of
triangle fi as Ai . As before, we choose the Gaussian function as the
weight function, then the rolling guidance filter for mesh normals is
written as:
1 X
nk+1
=
Aj Ws (kci − cj k) Wr (knki − nkj k) · nj
i
Ki

fj ∈F

or more explicitly
nk+1
i

knki − nkj k2
kci − cj k2
1 X
=
Aj exp −
−
Ki
2σs2
2σr2

!
· nj

fj ∈F

(1)
where Ki is the normalization term, and n0 = 0. The normal is
normalized to length 1 after filtering in each iteration. We call Eq. 1
the rolling guidance normal filter. From the geometric point of view,
Eq. 1 can be regarded as a Gaussian smoothing of the signal ni
defined at the points (ci , nki ) ∈ R6 .

In practice, σr can be chosen between 0.1 to 0.6. σs is related to
the scale size of geometry features. If the geometry feature can
be covered by a ball of radius r, then we could simply set σs to
be r. These features are greatly smoothed in the first iteration by
the Gaussian filter. Other large features are recovered by the later
joint bilateral filtering, while small scale features are kept removed,
similar to the original RG filter. The last parameter is the total
rolling iteration number Niter , which is often set to be 4, 5 or 6,
which usually yields converged results in practice although there
is no theoretical guarantee. Fig. 2 shows the filtered normals and
reconstructed geometry of a model at different iterations.
As for implementation, one straightforward choice may be Zheng et
al. ’s [2011] local iterative normal update scheme, which is confined
to a 1-ring or 2-ring neighborhood, and uses multiple iterations of
updating to increase the influence of a filter from a small neighborhood to a wider region. Different from noise removal, the geometry
feature removal that we consider needs the geometry information
of a much larger neighborhood. Denote Nσs as the number of
neighboring faces that fall into the support area of a Gaussian with
kernel size σs . If we follow Zheng et al. ’s framework, the time complexity in each iteration is at least O(Nσs Nf ) which slows down
the algorithm when Nσs is large. So we include all the faces into
the weighted summation, and do normal updating only one time in
each iteration. As presented before, Eq. 1 could be regarded as a
high-dimensional Gaussian transformation. So we take advantage of
Permutohedral Lattice [Adams et al. 2010] to reduce the time complexity in each iteration to O(d2 Nf ), where d is the dimensionality
of the point space, which is 6 here. This approach is widely used in
image processing, and has been proven to be much faster than the
multi-pass local update method [Adams et al. 2010]. Other speed up
techniques such as Gaussian KD-Tree [Adams et al. 2009] can be
used as well.
Remark 1: Ideally the distance measurement between point ci and
cj in Eq. 1 should be the 3D geodesic distance. We have tested the
approach that uses Landmark MDS [Silva and Tenenbaum 2002;
Panozzo et al. 2013] to efficiently compute a Euclidean embedding
into higher dimensions for the input mesh, and then uses the Euclidean distance in higher dimensions to approximate the geodesic
distance. But we have not found obvious differences using this
approach for all the models in our experiments. So for simplicity
and efficiency, we use the 6D Euclidean distance directly which is a
kind of Riemannian embedding of meshes in 6D [Lévy and Bonneel
2013] and approximates the geodesic distance in some sense.
Remark 2: Recently Solomon et al. [2014] propose an implicit
framework for bilateral filtering that supports large scale smoothing

and uses intrinsic and smooth distance weights respecting the domains metric. It would be possible to formulate the rolling guidance
normal filter based on their formulation.

3.3

Vertex updating

After obtaining filtered face normals n̂, the mesh vertices should
be updated to match the modified face normals. To this end, one
common algorithm is to minimize the following quadratic energy
function to get the new vertex positions [Sun et al. 2007]:
X X
E(V) =
Ai [n̂i · (vj − vk )]2
fi ejk ∈∂fi

where ejk is an edge of triangle fi with end vertices vj and vk .
Based on this energy, one can solve a least squares problem to update
the vertex position, or simply follow Sun et al. ’s local updating
approach [2007], which is essentially the gradient descent method
to minimize E(V) with a fixed step size. For mesh denoising, the
updated vertices will not deviate too far away from the expected
positions, and this algorithm often performs quite well. However,
when considering removing geometry features, whose scale is much
larger than mesh noise, the normal change is so big that the recovered
mesh vertex positions deviate greatly from the original. Thus directly
optimizing this energy will cause frequent triangle flipping and will
degrade surface quality (see Fig. 3-b). What is more, optimizing this
energy function will lead to a linear system whose matrix coefficients
depend on the filtered normals, so this linear system cannot be prefactorized for later usage. When the users tweak the parameters of
the rolling guidance normal filter for a desired result, the algorithm
cannot give feedback interactively even for a moderately sized mesh
due to the computational complexity.
To circumvent this problem, we regard this normal-guided vertex
updating problem as a mesh deformation problem and adopt the
Poisson Mesh Deformation [Yu et al. 2004] as our solver. Considering the triangle fi with its original normal ni and its filtered normal
n̂i , we can define a local rotation to align these two normals with a
minimal rotation angle about the rotating axis ni × n̂i . This rotation
is applied to triangle fi to obtain a new triangle f¯. on f¯, we compute its gradient vector ∇fˆi,j , j = 1, 2, 3 that are gradients of the
piecewise-linear basis nodal function defined on f¯. Recovering vertex positions amounts to minimizing the following energy function:
EP oisson =

X

Ai

fi

3
X

k∇gi,j − ∇fˆi,j k22 ,

j=1

where ∇gi,j , j = 1, 2, 3 are the gradient vectors on the face fi with
unknown vertex positions. Minimizing this energy function with
respect to vertex positions leads to the well-known Poisson equation,
which can be solved efficiently.
In some cases, the geometry texture is so complicated that a rapid
change of face normals will still cause triangle flipping in minimizing
EP oisson . To ease this problem, we add a gradient smoothness
regularization term as follows.
Esmooth =

X
eij

leij

3
X

k∇gi,k − Rij ∇gj,k k22 ,

k=1

where eij represents an edge adjacent to faces fi and fj , leij is the
edge length, and Rij is the rotation matrix that rotates triangle fj
along eij to be in the same plane of fi .
Esmooth regularizes the smoothness of the target gradient vector
field with regard to the Levi-Civita connection defined on the original

(a) Input

(b) LS

(c) Poisson

(d) our method

Figure 3: Comparison of vertex updating algorithms. The flipped
triangles are rendered in red. (a) the original mesh; (b) the mesh
is updated by the least square approach [Sun et al. 2007]; (c) the
mesh is updated by minimizing EP oisson ; (d) the mesh is updated
by minimizing Eupdate .
mesh [Crane et al. 2013]. We observe that around flipped triangles,
the resulting gradient vectors of the target mesh often change quite
abruptly. Our smoothness term penalizes the quick changes thus
reducing triangle flips.
So the final energy function can be written as
Eupdate =

EP oisson
Esmooth
+λ
¯
Ā
le

(2)

where average face area Ā and average edge length ¯
le are used to
normalize EP oisson and Esmooth under a unform scale, λ balances
two energy terms. Larger λ value reduces more flipped elements,
while increasing the approximation error of the target normals. We
simply choose it as 0.5 in our experiments.
Fig. 3 shows that our algorithm can greatly reduce triangle flipping
compared to the existing approaches. We also note that Eupdate
is a quadratic function with respect to vertex positions, so it can
be solved efficiently by a sparse linear solver and the resulting
linear system can be pre-factorized by Cholesky decomposition for
interactive editing.

4

Experiments and Applications

For implementing the RGN filter
efficiently, we use the Permutohedral Lattice [Adams et al. 2010],
whose time complexity is O(d2 Nf ) in each iteration. Since the
iteration number of the RGN filter is quite small (5 at most), the
filtering process is quite fast. We use the Eigen library [Guennebaud
et al. 2010] to compute the Cholesky decomposition. We conducted
our experiments on a desktop PC with a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU
and 16 GB of RAM. Table 1 reports the timings and parameters of
our algorithm on some models.
Implementation and timing

The choice of parameters is quite intuitive, as
presented in Sec. 3.1. σr is related to the desired smoothness of
the final results, σs is related to the scale size of geometry features.
The total rolling iteration number Niter is fixed to 5 in all our
experiments. Fig. 4 shows the effect of different values of σr and
σs on two models. Increasing the value of σr gradually increases
the smoothness of final results. Increasing σs gradually smoothes
geometry feature of different scales while preserving mostly largescale features. Using these properties, we can decompose features of
different scales from the original mesh, opening the door for more
effective multi-scale analysis. Since the filtered normals do not affect
Parameter setting

especially piecewise planar surfaces. However it is well known that
L0 will generate staircase artifact on smooth surfaces. Decreasing
the iteration number can relieve the artifact, but will also keep the
geometry textures that should be removed. Furthermore, when the
mesh resolution is high, the geometry textures are hard to remove
even with more iterations, as shown in Fig. 1 & 5. And the algorithm
runs very slowly because it needs to solve large sparse linear systems
many times.
(a) Input

(b) σs = 5 l̄e

(c) σs = 15 l̄e

Our method utilizes the power of the rolling guidance normal filter,
and is specially designed for geometry texture removal. It can easily
remove these geometry textures efficiently while preserving the
original shape quite well. And because of the Poisson-based vertex
updating algorithm, we have no volume shrinkage artifacts.

4.2

Geometry texture editing

Sculpting geometry appearance of 3D models is of great importance
in practice. One may want to edit the surface geometry texture to
achieve different visual effects. With the help of our RGN filter
technique, we can edit the geometry texture easily.
(d) Input

(e) σr = 0.2

(f) σr = 0.6

Figure 4: Effects of different values of σs and σr . Upper row: (a)
the input cube model; (b)σs = 5 ¯
le ; (c) σs = 15 ¯
le . σr is fixed
to 0.2, Niter is fixed to 5. When increasing the value of σs , the
geometry features of different scales are gradually removed and the
large-scale geometry features are preserved. Bottom row: (d) the
input Merlion model; (e) σr = 0.2; (f) σr = 0.6. Here σs is fixed
to 5 ¯
le , Niter is fixed to 5.

Denote the gradient vectors of triangle fi of the input mesh as
0
∇fi,j
, j = 1, 2, 3. After applying our RGN filter, we get a new
face normal field, and accordingly the new triangle gradient vector,
∇fˆi,j , j = 1, 2, 3, as explained in Sec. 3.3. We can interpolate or
0
extrapolate the gradient vectors ∇fi,j
and ∇fˆi,j , and reconstruct
the mesh by minimizing the following energy function without
any computational overhead since only the right hand side of the
resulting linear system is changed compared to Eq. 2.

the Cholesky decomposition, the user can change the parameters
and get the updated mesh in realtime for a moderately sized mesh.

EEdit =

3
X Ai X
Esmooth
0
k∇gi,j −(t·∇fi,j
+(1−t)·∇fˆi,j )k2 +λ
¯
Ā
le
j=1
f
i

4.1

Geometry texture removal

Although there are already a lot of studies about mesh denoising,
these algorithms cannot be directly adapted to large geometry texture removal, because of the inherent difference between geometry
texture and model noise, as shown in Fig. 5. Our RGN filter is shown
to produce superior results.
In this scenario, applying the Laplacian filter will not only smooth
out the geometry texture, but also over-smooth the original sharp
structure, and may even cause degeneration or volume shrinkage
without care.
The methods of Lee and Wang [2005] and Zheng et al. [2011] apply
the bilateral filter iteratively to the normal field for feature-preserving
mesh denoising. Although these methods share the similar formula
as RGN, they are designed for different purposes. The RGN is used
for removing small scale features while preserving large scale structures. In contrast, the mentioned methods are designed for removing
noise while preserving high contrast sharp features (here contrast
means the amplitudes of normal oscillations). The high contrast
sharp features have low similarity, so when averaging face normal
signals they will not interfere with each other thus can be preserved.
Small scale features are signals with small spatial oscillations. RGN
first smoothes out small scale features with a Gaussian filter on
normals. And in the following iterations, small scale features are
kept removed and large scale features which are smoothed in the first
iteration are recovered gradually. As shown in Fig. 5, small scale
features we want to remove possess quite high contrast, bilateral
filters preserve these features and can hardly work for our purpose.
The recent L0 smoothing [He and Schaefer 2013] optimizes the
sparseness of the edge Laplacian, and can remove all kinds of geometry features. This algorithm works better for CAD models,

Fig. 6 shows interesting results with feature-exaggerated and engraved effects on two models.
Remark 3: The screened Poisson method [Chuang and Kazhdan
2011] also provides a solution to exaggerate geometry by scaling
gradient vectors while trying to preserve the overall shape. However,
our method can rotate and scale the target gradient and thus has
more editing freedom, such as transforming embossed geometry
to engraved geometry and vice versa. For instance, see results in
the right column of Fig. 6. These transformation effects cannot be
achieved by just scaling gradients.
Interactive editing One can also edit some regions of interest, and
only recover vertex positions on selected regions. In this scenario,
we fix one-ring or two-ring boundary vertices of selections when
minimizing EEdit . An editing result is shown in Fig. 7.

4.3

Coating transfer

Coating transfer [Sorkine et al. 2004] is a very useful mesh editing
tool, with which we can smooth out the geometry texture of a 3D
model and coat it with other geometry textures. When the commonly used Laplacian filter is used to peel the 3D model, features
of different scales are mixed together. Unlike Laplacian smoothing,
our RGN filter can decompose the mesh model in a structure-aware
manner. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, the features with scale smaller
than σs tend to be removed by the filter, and the features with scale
larger than σs are kept.
After applying the filter with some specified spatial kernel σs , we
get the new Laplacian coordinates of the filtered mesh, and the
difference of Laplacian coordinates with the original mesh can be
encoded as the coating of the mesh. This coating can be transferred

150 iters

σs = 3l̄e

σs = l̄e

50 iters

σr = 0.5

λ = 100λ0

50 iters

Input

30 iters

σs = 3l̄e
50 iters

σs = l̄e
σr = 0.35
50 iters

λ = 30λ0

1000 iters

σs = 3l̄e
100 iters

σs = l̄e
σr = 0.4
50 iters

λ = 120λ0

Laplacian

Bilateral

Bilateral normal

L0 smoothing

Our RGN

Figure 5: Geometry texture removal. We applied uniform-weighted Laplacian smoothing, the bilateral filter [Fleishman et al. 2003], the
bilateral normal filter [Zheng et al. 2011] using the local update scheme, L0 smoothing [He and Schaefer 2013] and our RGN filter on the
Chinese Lion, Bumpy Stanford Bunny and Circular Box models. We aim to remove the small features like the bumpy hair of Chinese Lion, the
bumps of Bunny and the carved pattern on Circular Box. The parameters of each method are best tuned to remove the small features as much
as possible.

t=2
t=0
t = −1

(a) Input with selected regions

Input

t=2

t = −1

Figure 6: Texture editing. Left column: original meshes (courtesy
of AIM@SHAPE repository). Middle column: feature-exaggerated
results. Right column: feature-engraved results.
to other meshes (see Fig. 8). Compared with Laplacian smoothing,
the RGN filter preserves large scale feature and will not shrink model
volume, thus producing better results.

4.4

Mesh segmentation

The problem of 3D mesh segmentation is of great importance in
computer graphics. Many algorithms rely heavily on surface curvature or the dihedral angle of faces [Golovinskiy and Funkhouser
2008; Chen et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2012; Au et al. 2012]. When
dealing with models full of geometry details, these algorithms often
fail to give a satisfying results due to the sensitivity to small-scale
geometric features. For instance, the Dinosaur model cannot be
segmented into meaningful parts well as shown in [Au et al. 2012].
For these algorithms, our RGN filter can act as a preprocessing step
to remove the distracting geometry textures and keep the large-scale
sharp features.

(b) Editing results

Figure 7: ROI editing. Three regions are selected on the input mesh
(a). We use different t values to edit these regions (b).
We use the variational mesh decomposition [Zhang et al. 2012] to
verify the effect of our filter. Since the models in the segmentation
benchmark [Chen et al. 2009] are quite smooth and simple, our
preprocessing has little effects on most shapes. Here we use the
Dinosaur and Gargoyle models to demonstrate our method. As
shown in Fig. 9, the segmentation results are greatly improved. The
body, neck, and leg of the dinosaur are clearly cut out. The wing
and arms of the gargoyle are also clearly segmented. Although
Laplacian smoothing can also smooth out the geometry details,
Laplacian smoothing over-smooths the large scale sharp features.
So using Laplacian smoothing as a preprocessing can hardly help,
and may even make the segmentation result worse.

4.5

Level-of-detail quadrilateral meshing

Directional field guided quadrilateral meshing (cf. detailed survey [Bommes et al. 2013]) is a powerful tool for achieving highquality feature-aligned quad meshes. It usually consists of three
steps: (1) directional field generation; (2) field-guided mesh parameterization; (3) quad mesh extraction. As pointed out by Ray et
al. [2009] and Ebke et al. [2014], the incompatibility between small-

(a) Source mesh

(b) Target mesh

(a) Ebke et al. ’s method

(b) Laplacian

(c) Ours

Figure 10: Quad meshing of the Chinese Lion model. Left: [Ebke
et al. 2014]’s result (60 singularities). Middle: meshing result using
Laplacian preprocessing (25 singularities). Right: our result (40
singularities).

(c) Laplacian coating

(d) Our method

Figure 8: Coating transfer. We transfer the “SIGGRAPH” text on
the bumpy source mesh (a) to the target mesh (b). The Laplacian
coating method [Sorkine et al. 2004] cannot preserve the sharp edge
of the target mesh because the sharp feature is smoothed out (c).
Our method does not have this artifact (d).

original model

33 singularities

24 singularities

24 singularities

Figure 11: Meshing results on our RGN filtered meshes on the Vaselion model. From left to right: σs is 3 ¯
le , 5 ¯
le and 7 ¯
le respectively.
direct integration as future work. In this paper, we follow the first
paradigm and use our resulting RGN mesh as the input for quad
meshing. We follow the standard mixed-integer approach [Bommes
et al. 2009] to get the parameterization result and then use QEx [Ebke
et al. 2013] to extract the quad mesh robustly. The cross field we
used is dominated by the principal-curvature directions.

(a) Original

(b) Laplacian

(c) RGN filter

Figure 9: Mesh segmentation. We applied Zhang et al. ’s [2012]
method on the Dinosaur and Gargoyle model (courtesy of
AIM@SHAPE repository). The input models (see the blue insets)
are (a) the original model; (b) the smoothed model by Laplacian
smoothing; (c) the model with small features removed by our RGN
filter. The segmentation results are shown on the original meshes.
scale geometric features and the desired quad edge length set in step
(2) can introduce large distortion or make the meshing algorithm fail.
As shown in Ebke et al. ’s work [2014], two different paradigms can
potentially address this problem: (1) Pre-process the input mesh in
order to make it satisfy the requirements of the quad meshing algorithms; (2) Make the meshing algorithms capable of dealing with the
input geometry. There are a few attempts for the second paradigm.
Ray et al. [2009] propose to smooth the Gaussian curvature in the
cross field computation to reduce the number of singularities and
avoid singularities from being closely placed. Ebke et al. [2014]
apply a scale-aware Gaussian smoothing to face normals and construct a feature-aligned field on the filtered normal planes. They also
modify the parameterization to integrate the scale and the effects
of filtered normals. Compared to Ray et al. ’s work [2009], their
method can achieve lower distortion.
Note that Ebke et al. [2014] use a Gaussian normal filter as their
first step. Our RGN filter can replace their Gaussian normal filter to
suppress small-scale features more effectively. Here we leave such

Fig. 10 shows quad meshing results of the Chinese Lion model. We
set σs and the target edge length as 5 ¯
le . Our method preserves the
global shape while removing most bumps with fewer singularities
than Ebke et al. ’s [2014]. We also replace our RGN filter by Laplacian smoothing in our framework and the resulting mesh has the
least singularities but large-scale structures are not preserved.
Fig. 11 shows level-of-details quad meshing of the Vaselion model
using different values of σs . Target edge lengths are set to σs . We
can see that the resulting meshes have few singularities due to the
removal of complex small features.

5

Conclusion and Discussion

We present a novel rolling guidance normal filter for geometry processing. Our RGN filter can efficiently smooth out small-scale
geometric features and preserve large-scale features of 3D models.
We demonstrate the effectiveness and the efficiency of our filter in
various computer graphics applications. We believe that other geometric algorithms and applications can also benefit from our work.
As a limitation, our RGN method is not well suited for removing
large noise because the mixed geometric feature and noise cannot
be distinguished by RGN. Fig. 12 shows comparisons with state-ofthe-art denoising methods. It is clear that our method cannot recover
the sharp feature well. Thus for removing geometry textures from a
very noisy model, we recommend to denoise the model first using
other methods.
Another limitation is that our smoothing results might still contain
flip triangles and self-intersection if the changes of filtered face

Model
Fig. 9-Dinosaur
Fig. 5-Bunny
Fig. 8 (a)
Fig. 8 (b)
Fig. 2-Leg
Fig. 6-Turtle
Fig. 5-Chinese lion
Fig. 6-Armadillo
Fig. 1-Merlion
Fig. 5-Circular box

Nv

σs

14k
14k
33k
33k
69k
134k
153k
173k
283k
701k

2¯
le
3¯
le
12 ¯
le
¯
13 le
6¯
le
14 ¯
le
8¯
le
5¯
le
5¯
le
¯
12 le

σr

Filter

Decomp

VUpdate

0.13
0.7
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4

0.39 s
0.29 s
0.36 s
0.32 s
0.71 s
0.94 s
1.23 s
1.51 s
2.39 s
5.14 s

0.04 s
0.08 s
0.23 s
0.23 s
0.41 s
1.15 s
1.47 s
0.90 s
3.00 s
25.0 s

0.02 s
0.03 s
0.06 s
0.06 s
0.12 s
0.22 s
0.35 s
0.30 s
0.53 s
1.37 s

Table 1: Timings of applying the rolling guidance filter on different
models. The number of iterations is 5. The timings of normal filtering
(Filter), Cholesky decomposition (Decomp) and solving the vertex
positions (VUpdate) are in seconds. ¯
le is the average edge length
of each model. We choose appropriate σr and σs to remove the
small-scale features.
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